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Introduction
Put the freedom back in your life.
Whether you are a weekend warrior, a seasoned commuter or
new to cycling then we have something for you. We believe that
cycling goes a long way to enhance lives and have done for over
125 years. Cycling is about all freedom, for you that could be
zipping through traffic on the commute to work or gliding down a
country with a friend just enjoying the open road. Whatever you
see freedom as cycling has the ability to make everyone feel like
a kid again.
Almost everyone can ride a bike making it one of the most
inclusive activities around, that is why we work hard to make
sure our range has something for every kind of riding. From fast
commuters to relaxed classic bikes we have a vast range of styles
available including our extensive range of electric bikes that help
to make cycling more inclusive and enjoyable than ever.
All of our bikes are built on our years of experience within the
cycle industry to make sure they are suitable for everyday life. We
are so confident in the quality of our bikes that we offer a lifetime
warranty on all rigid frames and forks, just another reason we are
the UK’s best loved bike brand.
If you see something you like inside then you can visit our website
and request to try the bike at a dealer local to you using our new
See.Try.Buy programme.

Finding the right bike
One of the fantastic things about bikes is their versatility, you
can use the same bike for commuting, fitness training or riding
with the friends and family at the weekend. But, with such a wide
choice of styles where do you start?
In the same way that you can wear a pair of brogues to run a
marathon but you’d be better off in trainers we’ve put together
this table that gives an indication of which models excel at which
tasks. So for example if you know you are going to regularly
commute on your bike, mainly on the roads and only occasionally
take to off road paths you should probably start looking at a Strada
or Strada Speed. It may be that the riding position of the Strada
doesn’t suit you and the more comfort orientated Pioneer is a
better choice. That’s why we have our See Try Buy programme,
where you can choose which bike you think will suit you online,
find your nearest dealer and book a test ride.
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Leisure
Where form meets function
The Raleigh leisure range is designed to be ridden in nonbikespecific attire, complete with practical touches such as a
chainguard, full-length mudguards and a rear rack for luggage.
The Leisure range is the go to range for the style-conscious
urban rider.
Form meets function in perfect harmony; newly developed alloy
frames make the bikes lightweight and agile whilst remaining
assured along tow paths and gravel roads. These bikes really
are comfortable enough to ride all day.
We have paid extra attention to the finer details of the leisure
range with features like the map of Nottingham, our city of
origin, cleverly laid into the mudguards and frame decal of the
Centros and the elegant pin stripe which runs down the centre
of the mudguards on the Pioneer. These details will have people
admiring your bike up close.
Every aspect of the leisure range has been carefully
thought out to ensure that function is not outweighed by
style, everything has a purpose. All of this has been
combined to guarantee that our leisure bicycles offer the
ride and performance you have come to expect from any
Raleigh bicycle.
This range pulls from over 125 years’ experience of making high
quality bicycles that last a lifetime and that you can be proud to
ride around town.

Centros 1
Comfort and style go hand in hand on the new Raleigh Centros. The
relaxed riding position allows you to appreciate what’s happening
in the world around you and shod with design touches, such as the
Nottingham Street map overlaid on the Raleigh logo and mudguards.
The classic styling belies the technology on this city bike. The
lightweight double butted frame is combined with an integrated
suspension fork that will take the edge off the potholes of British
streets. The wide range Shimano Altus gears will handle longer rides
and help you get up the hills. Powerful cable disc brakes provide
consistent stopping performance whatever the weather.
The Centros doesn’t shirk when it comes to practicality either. Full
length mudguards and chain guard help keep the dirt and water off
your clothes and the rack allows you carry your goods on the bike
rather than in a rucksack.

• Smooth welding for the ultimate finish
• Lightweight double butted frame
• 27 speed Altust drive train

£700.00 / €870.00

Centros 2
Comfort and style go hand in hand on the new Raleigh Centros. The
relaxed riding position allows you to appreciate what’s happening
in the world around you and shod with design touches, such as the
Nottingham Street map overlaid on the Raleigh logo and mudguards.
The classic styling belies the technology on this city bike. The
lightweight double butted frame is combined with an integrated
suspension fork that will take the edge off the potholes of British
streets. The wide range 27 Shimano Alivio gears will handle longer
rides and help you get up the hills. Powerful hydraulic disc brakes
provide consistent stopping performance whatever the weather.
The Centros doesn’t shirk when it comes to practicality either. Full
length mudguards and chainguard help keep the dirt and water off
your clothes and the rack allows you carry your goods on the bike
rather than in a rucksack.

• 27 speed Alivio groupset
• Integrated suspension fork
• Hydraulic disc brakes

£800.00 / €1070.00

Pioneer 1
The beautiful Raleigh Pioneers are designed to be the type of bike
that you can just get on and ride without thinking.
The Pioneer has a comfortable riding position, full length mudguards
to keep you dry, a chain guard to protect your clothes. The colour
matched rack is equipped with a strap so you can carry whatever
you need to, and the Pioneer has a wide range 21 speed Shimano
drivetrain to cover most terrain. Large volume CST Zeppelin tyres
act as mini shock absorbers smoothing out some of the bumps
in the road and come with highly visible reflective sidewalls and
puncture protective strips. Once you have a Pioneer you’ll wonder
how you coped without one.

• Upright riding position on lightweight aluminium frame
• 21 speed Shimano Tourney gears with EZ fire shifters
• Comfortable Selle Royal saddle with scuff guards

£375.00 / €470.00

Pioneer 2
The beautiful Raleigh Pioneers are designed to be the type of bike
that you can just get on and ride without thinking.
The Pioneer has a comfortable riding position, full length mudguards
to keep you dry and a chain guard to protect your clothes. The colour
matched rack is equipped with a strap so you can carry whatever
you need, and strong and stylish lightweight aluminium composite
guards. Large volume CST Zeppelin tyres act as mini shock
absorbers smoothing out some of the bumps in the road and come
with highly visible reflective sidewalls and puncture protection.
The Pioneer 2 is equipped with a wide range 24 speed Shimano
drive train so you can find the right gear for hills or the flat. Once
you have a Pioneer you’ll wonder how you coped without one.

• Upright comfortable riding position
• 24 speed Shimano Altus gears
• Comfortable Selle Royal saddle with scuff guards

£425.00 / €535.00

Pioneer Trail
The Pioneer Trail is Raleigh’s take on a bicycle version of the
“softroader”. Using the same comfortable riding position as the
Pioneer but adding suspension forks and wider tyres makes the
bike more capable of riding on tracks and easy trails.
By using 27.5” wheel we are able to add wider tyres without
dramatically affecting the geometry of the bike. This gives the
Pioneer trail the same predictable and sure footed handling of
the Pioneer but allows you take the bike off the beaten track. The
suspension fork cushions the lumps and bumps allowing you to ride
further in more comfort.

• High volume grippy 27.5” tyres
• 21 speed Shimano Tourney gears
• Short travel suspension forks to smooth out the trail

£400.00 / €515.00

Pioneer Electric
The Pioneer has been a staple in the Raleigh range for many years and
continues to be a favourite. We have taken the same great foundation
and integrated it with a TranzX electric motor system to make the Pioneer
range more accessible to anyone looking to take to a bike.
With a slightly more advanced motor system than the Array, the efficient
TranzX motor system will provide the assistance you need on more
undulating terrain. The 400wh battery will take you up to 75km* on a
single charge, and is easily removed to charge when needed. The
TranzX system has 4 different levels of assistance that can be changed
whilst riding with a simple push of a button, these modes range from an
eco mode that will give you a small push right up to level 4 that is ideal
for riding up steeper inclines with ease.
If you are looking for a bit more assistance then relax and shift your way
through the smooth Shimano 8 speed gear system that can be changed
with a twist of the wrist. The bike rides on strong double wall rims that are
shod with puncture resistant CST tyres which help to prevent punctures,
while the alloy frame keeps the ride light and smooth.
Available in both gents and ladies options the Pioneer is a sophisticated
traveller with the attention to detail of a fine sports car.
*Range figure is an average and is dependent on terrain,
weather conditions and level of assistance selected.

• Comfortable upright riding position
• 400wh battery with a range of up to 80km
• Powerful front wheel motor helps you zip along

£1400.00 / €1800.00

Urban		
Sometimes it’s about getting to your destination
quickly, other times it’s about riding to get fit and
often it’s just about getting on a bike and riding for
fun. The Raleigh Strada range has versatility for
these multiple uses built in, explaining why they are
some of our most popular bikes.
Our fast city bike geometry gives agile handling so you can nip
through the traffic if you are choosing to commute, but the riding
position is comfortable and more upright than a road bike so you
can see what’s going on around you. The whole Strada range is
fitted with wide range gears to build a quick agile bike that can
nip through the traffic and help you climb the short steep hills of
British towns.
More than just a city bike the Strada TS is designed for the streets
and the trail. Weekday worker or weekend warrior these bikes
can handle it all. Much faster on the streets than a mountain bike,
more capable off road than a city bike the Strada TS opens up
new routes on your commute or allows you to explore further
afield.
The short travel suspension forks smooth out trails and deal with
smaller potholes with ease. Then when you need to blast home,
a quick flick of the lock out switch and you can turn your bike into
a speedy road machine.
With a wide range of Strada models available choosing the one
for you is an easy decision.

Strada 1
Versatility is the key to the design of the new Raleigh Stradas,
whether you are commuting, riding for leisure or popping to the
shops, a Strada will get you there comfortably and quickly
Our new lightweight alloy frame and city geometry combine to give
a fast and agile bike that is at home on the streets and easy trails.
The Strada 1 has 21 Shimano gears to give a wide range that
provides a low enough gear for climbing hills and a fast top gear to
keep you moving at speed.
Like the Strada 2 we offer both a diamond and open frame in the
Strada 1 and a second colour diamond frame so you can choose the
bike to suit your personality

• Light weight aluminium frame with city geometry
• 21 speed Shimano tourney gears
• Schwalbe Silento puncture resistant tyres

£325.00 / €400.00

Strada 2
Versatility is the key to the design of the new Raleigh Stradas,
whether you are commuting, riding for leisure or popping to the
shops a Strada will get you there comfortably and quickly
Our new lightweight alloy frame and city geometry combine to give
a fast and agile bike that is at home on the streets and easy trails.
The Strada 2 has 24 Shimano gears to give a wide range that
provides a low enough gear for climbing hills and a fast top gear to
keep you moving at speed.
It is available in a standard diamond frame and low top tube open
frame that’s easier to get on and off.

• 24 speed Shimano Altus city bike gearing
• Lighweight Cro Moly Steel fork
• Shimano Ex fire shifter makes changing gear simple

£385.00 / €470.00

Strada 3
Versatility is the key to the design of the new Raleigh Stradas,
whether you are commuting, riding for leisure or popping to the
shops a Strada will get you there comfortably and quickly
Our new lightweight alloy frame and city geometry combine to give
a fast and agile bike that is at home on the streets and easy trails.
The Strada 3’s 27 speed drivetrain uses Shimano Rapid Fire+
shifters for fast and accurate shifting to ensure you can easily find
the correct gear.
A new aluminimum alloy fork absorbs some road shock and provides
secure accurate handling to inspire confidence in traffic and easily
manoeuvre around potholes.

• Lightweight aluminium alloy fork
• Rapid Fire plus levers for fast gear shifts
• Shimano Acera 27 speed drivetrain

£425.00 / €535.00

Strada Electric
Stylish, sleek and built for the city; these are a few of the demands that
were put to our product designers when they started designing the
Strada Electric and that is exactly what they have delivered.
The Strada Electric is a new take on electric bikes in the UK market, it
takes urban commuter bike credentials and opens them up to anyone
looking to get on a bike. The Strada is equipped with the fantastic
Shimano Steps motor system, this system is quicker off the mark than
some other systems which is great for getting away from the lights or
conquering hills quickly.
The system also features automatic shifting that changes gear for you as
you ride, making sure you are always in the right gear. Don’t worry, you
can also change gear manually using the buttons on the handlebars.
The stylish alloy frame, fork and centre mount motor make the bike
agile and balance so you can ride confidently through traffic. Like all our
E-bikes the Strada is not just an bike, it is also a real option as sustainable
method transport that anyone can use.
*Range figure is an average and is dependent on terrain,
weather conditions and level of assistance selected.

• Shimano Steps E6000 motor system
• Alfine Di2 shifting with automatic mode
• Lightweight aluminium frame and carbon fork

£2000.00 / €2600.00

Strada TS1
More than just a city bike the Strada TS is designed for the streets
and the trail. Weekday worker, weekend warrior the Strada TS can
handle it all.
Much faster on the streets than a mountain bike more capable
off road than a city bike, the Strada TS opens new routes to your
commute or allows you to explore further afield.
The short travel suspension forks smooth out trails and deal with
smaller potholes with ease. Then when you need to blast home a
quick flick of the lock out switch and you can turn your bike into a
mile munching road machine.

• Aluminium city with suspension adjusted geometry
• Schwalbe CX tyres
• Shimano Tourney 21 speed gears

£400.00 / €500.00

Strada TS2
Road, track ,trail, path if you want a bike to take you there then look
to the Strada TS. Fast on the road capable off it.
Light but strong alloy frame, 63mm travel suspension forks and
reliable components make this bike a tough package to beat.
Like the TS3 the TS2 has powerful hydraulic disc brakes to keep
you in control when braking. The 24 spped Shimano gears are
controlled by Shimano’s simple to use EZ fire levers
The Schwalbe CX tyres have a smooth centre tread to keep you
rolling fast on tarmac and side knobs to grip in the dirt

• Aluminium city frame with suspension adjusted geometry
• Shimano 24 speed Altus drive train
• Short travel suspension fork with lockout

£475.00 / €570.00

Strada TS3
Road, track, trail, path if you want a bike to take you there then look
to the Strada TS. Fast on the road, capable off it.
Light but strong alloy frame, 63mm travel suspension forks and
reliable components make this bike a tough package to beat.
The powerful hydraulic disc brakes on the the Strada TS3 give
controlled stopping whatever the conditions and 27 speed Shimano
gears will help you climb the steeper slopes.
Schwalbe CX tyres have a smooth centre tread to keep you rolling
fast on tarmac and side knobs to grip in the dirt

• Shimano’s rapid fire shifters makes changing gears simple
• Powerful hydraulic disc brakes improve braking
• Schwalbe CX tyres roll fast but have plenty of grip off-road

£525.00 / €635.00

Strada TS Electric
And now for something completely different! The Strada Trail Sport
Electric is unlike any other E-bike on the market. It‘s sleek yet robust
enough to be ridden down even the bumpiest canal path or gravel
road thanks to its strong Suntour fork and lightweight alloy frame.
The Strada TS Electric is fitted with a brand new TranzX M16 centre
mount motor, offers excellent climbing power coupled with a smooth
and progressive assistance to give you a helping hand along the road
or towpaths and will carry you up to 75km* on a single charge.
The motor is matched with a high quality Shimano Deore 9 speed gear
set and hydraulic disc brakes that have harnessed their craft on the
rough mountain bike circuit, so you can be confident they can take a
bit of punishment.
The Strada Trail Sport Electric is ideal for anyone that is looking to travel
across different terrains on their commute to work or weekend ride.
*Range figure is an average and is dependent on terrain,
weather conditions and level of assistance selected.

• Shimano Deore 9 speed gears
• Powerful hydraulic disc brakes
• Suntour E-bike specific suspension

£1500.00 / €2000.00

Circa 1

1

The Circa’s are our most affordable range of city bikes but they are
no slouches when it comes to day to day cycling.
The aluminium alloy frame is both light and strong minimising
the weight on the climbs but tough enough to take the rigours of
everyday riding
The Circa is equipped with 21 shimano gears with an extra low
“granny gear,” to get you up the hills. These are controlled by simple
to use EZ fire shifters keeping you in control.
The easy rolling tyres feature a puncture resistant strip to help keep
you moving and the alloy V brakes provide reliable braking

• Comfortable aluminium city frame
• 21 speed Shimano gears with EZ-fire shifters
• Alloy rims and V brakes for superb braking

£275.00 / €350.00

Circa 2

2

The Circa’s are our most affordable range of city bikes but they are
no slouches when it comes to day to day cycling.
The aluminium alloy frame is both light and strong minimising
the weight on the climbs but tough enough to take the rigours of
everyday riding
The Circa is equipped with 21 shimano gears with an extra low
“granny gear,” to get you up the hills, These are controlled by simple
to use EZ fire shifters keeping you in control.
The easy rolling tyres feature a puncture resistant strip to help keep
you moving and the alloy V brakes provide reliable braking
The Circa 2 comes equipped with rack, mudguards and a kickstand
so all you need to add are some panniers and a lock and your ready
to go.

• 21 speed Shimano gears with EZ-fire shifters
• Alloy rims and V brakes for superb braking
• Equipped with rack, mudguards and kick stand

£300.00 / €375.00

Circa 3

3

The Circa’s are our most affordable range of city bikes but they are
no slouches when it comes to day to day cycling.
The aluminium alloy frame is both light and strong minimising
the weight on the climbs but tough enough to take the rigours of
everyday riding
The Circa is equipped with 21 shimano gears with an extra low
“granny gear,” to get you up the hills. These are controlled by simple
to use EZ fire shifters keeping you in control.
The easy rolling tyres feature a puncture resistant strip to help keep
you moving and the alloy V brakes provide reliable braking
The Circa 3 features a suspension fork to allow you to go further
afield. The fork will smooth out the bumps keeping you in control
on tracks and easy trails

• Short travel suspension fork for exploring tracks and trails
• 21 speed Shimano gears with EZ-fire shifters
• Alloy rims and V brakes for superb braking

£300.00 / €400.00

Fitness
Build your workout into your life
Keeping fit shouldn’t be a chore and one of the easiest ways to
add variety to your routine is by bike. Whether that’s part of your
commute or an impromptu ride because the sun is shining and
you don’t want to be stuck in the gym, the Strada Speed bikes
are designed for you.
Taking the lead from our race proven road bikes, our fitness bikes
feature a comfortable flat bar geometry so you can ride all day
when you want to. The bikes are still agile enough for you to pick
your way through traffic on a commute.
We’ve chosen to use Shimano compact road bike gearing for
these bikes. The wide range gears start low enough to allow you
to climb some of the steepest streets but are high enough so
you really push the speed on your interval training. The simple to
operate rapid fire plus levers allow you to move across the gears
quickly and efficiently so you can always find the right one for the
terrain your riding.
If you’re riding fast you want to stop fast so all our fitness bikes
are fitted with hydraulic disc brakes. These powerful brakes
allow progressive stopping in all weather conditions because the
action allows you to apply the brakes gradually, keeping you in
control. By moving the braking surface away from the rim we can
use deep section rims that are strong and aerodynamic giving
you extra speed for your efforts. Embossed graphics add a little
more style to the bike and raise it above the ordinary, so forget
the gym and take your workout outside

Strada Speed 1

PLACEHOLDER IMAGE

If you put speed in the name of the bike you better deliver, and we
believe we have the Strada Speed series.
The lightweight hydroformed heat treated aluminium alloy frame
is designed to be stiff enough to ensure your strength goes into
driving the bike forwards and light enough to help you climb hills
with ease.
The hydraulic disc brakes will stop you whatever the weather and
the Schwalbe slick tyres are fast due to their low rolling resistance
but still have puncture protection and refelective bands to make
you visible in the dark
The Strada Speed 1 features Shimano 16 speed Claris road gears in
a flat bar format. these wide range gears have a high top gear so
you’ll be faster on the flat than a conventional hybrid but still have
a low enough gear to get up the steepest hills.

• Light weight hydro formed aluminium frame.
• Shimano Claris 16 speed road bike gearing.
•Tektro hydraulic disc brakes.

£550.00 / €735.00

Strada Speed 2
If you put speed in the name of the bike you better deliver, and we
believe we have with the Strada Speed series.
The lightweight hydroformed heat treated aluminium alloy frame
is designed to be stiff enough to ensure your strength goes into
driving the bike forwards and light enough to help you climb hills
with ease.
The hydraulic disc brakes will stop you whatever the weather. The
Schwalbe slick tyres are fast due to their low rolling resistance and
still have puncture protection and refelective bands to make you
visible in the dark
The Strada Speed 2 features Shimano 18 speed Sora road gears in
a flat bar format. These wide range gears have a high top gear so
you’ll be faster on the flat than a conventional hybrid but still have
a low enough gear to get up the steepest hills
The carbon fork was developed with professional cycloscross
riders. It’s stiff, light and strong making the bike agile as you pick
your way through the traffic.

• 18 speed Shimano Claris gears
• Shimano hydraulic disc brakes
• Carbon fibre fork

£650.00 / €870.00

Classic
Elegant and graceful the Raleigh Classics are designed for those who want to travel in comfort and style,
perfectly combining modern components with retro styling.
Available in a range of exclusive colours inspired by the catwalk
and finished with features designed to compliment you. The
Raleigh Classics are not just bikes they are fashion accessories.
Our designers are constantly researching to make sure the colour
selections for the Raleigh Classic range will be on trend. They
attend fashion shows; carry out colour research using industry
experts and of course, they are serious shoppers.
It is important that once the colours have been chosen, the frame
and fork paint colours have the same depth and richness of colour.
So, we matched our choices to nail varnish, the nail varnish pots
were carefully packaged and sent to the paint factory. To begin
with the paint factory hand mixed small amounts, applied the
new colours to short lengths of tube and sent the tubes back to
Raleigh UK HQ for approval. A few little tweaks to follow and they
successfully matched the new colours perfectly. Each selected
colour was then given a unique colour code by the paint factory,
resulting in our own exclusive paint colours, created just for you.
The exclusive frame colours have been extended to the chain
cover, rear carrier and mudguards so these functional parts,
designed for keeping you and your clothes clean are colour
matched to rest of your bike.
The graphic design is soft and subtle using a tone on tone
technique to compliment the frame colour, applied underneath a
clear top coat to prevent damage.
The Raleigh classic bikes are ideal for riding on paths, trails or

roads. The twin tube frame is manufactured with relaxed geometry
and swept back handlebars allowing you to have a comfortable
upright riding position, enabling you to be more aware of your
surroundings so you can enjoy riding your new bike safely and
with confidence.
The finishing touches were given just as much thought and detail
as the frame design and part specification. The Women’s comfort
saddle is an obvious necessity which we fit on a lightweight
aluminium seat post, allowing you to adjust your saddle either
forwards or backwards to enhance your riding experience. This
is colour co-ordinated with the soft trekking grips and rear carrier
straps. The straps fitted to the rear carrier give you the option
to add a stylish rear pannier bag as an alternative to carrying a
rucksack. The cream tyres not only compliment the bike colour
and finishing kit but have a tread pattern suitable for roads, paths
and trails.
Finally… each bike is fitted with an aluminium propstand; a useful
accessory to stand your bike up keeping it looking pristine, a
retro ding dong bell for safety, added style and fun.

Cameo Green
Fashion Inspired
Classic design
Catwalk colours
Elegant and graceful the Raleigh Cameo is ideal for those who want
to travel in style, combining modern components with retro styling
perfectly. Available in three exclusive colours inspired by the
catwalk, on a twin tube classic frame the Raleigh Cameo has been
designed for comfort and style. Equipped with easy to use 7 speed
Shimano gears, 700c tyres and swept back handlebars the Cameo
is ideal for riding on paths, trails or roads. Finished with features
designed to compliment you the Raleigh Cameo is not just a bike
it’s a fashion accessory, all about style and comfort.

• 7 speed Shimano with twist shifter
• Colour matched rims rack and chain guard
• Fashionable cream tyres

£330.00 / €400.00

Cameo Teale
Fashion Inspired
Classic design
Catwalk colours
Elegant and graceful the Raleigh Cameo is ideal for those who want
to travel in style, combining modern components with retro styling
perfectly. Available in three exclusive colours inspired by the
catwalk, on a twin tube classic frame the Raleigh Cameo has been
designed for comfort and style. Equipped with easy to use 7 speed
Shimano gears, 700c tyres and swept back handlebars the Cameo
is ideal for riding on paths, trails or roads. Finished with features
designed to compliment you the Raleigh Cameo is not just a bike
it’s a fashion accessory, all about style and comfort.

• 7 speed Shimano with twist shifter
• Colour matched rims rack and chain guard
• Fashionable cream tyres

£330.00 / €400.00

Cameo Burgundy
Fashion Inspired
Classic design
Catwalk colours
Elegant and graceful the Raleigh Cameo is ideal for those who want
to travel in style, combining modern components with retro styling
perfectly. Available in three exclusive colours inspired by the
catwalk, on a twin tube classic frame the Raleigh Cameo has been
designed for comfort and style. Equipped with easy to use 7 speed
Shimano gears, 700c tyres and swept back handlebars the Cameo
is ideal for riding on paths, trails or roads. Finished with features
designed to compliment you the Raleigh Cameo is not just a bike
it’s a fashion accessory, all about style and comfort.

• 7 speed Shimano with twist shifter
• Colour matched rims rack and chain guard
• Fashionable cream tyres

£330.00 / €400.00

Spirit Mushroom
Fashion Inspired
Classic design
Catwalk colours
Available in three hot shades fresh from the catwalk, on a classic
aluminium frame the Raleigh Spirit has been designed for comfort
and style. Equipped with easy to use 3 speed SRAM internal gears,
700c tyres and swept back handlebars the Spirit is ideal for riding
on paths, trails or roads. Finished with features designed to compliment you the Raleigh Spirit is not just a bike it’s a fashion accessory,
all about style and comfort.

• SRAM 3 speed internal hub gears
• Cream tyres with a tread pattern suitable for road, path or trail
• Front basket, a must have accessory on this fashion inspired bike

£380.00 / €510.00

Spirit Hydrangea
Fashion Inspired
Classic design
Catwalk colours
Available in three hot shades fresh from the catwalk, on a classic
aluminium frame the Raleigh Spirit has been designed for comfort
and style. Equipped with easy to use 3 speed SRAM internal gears,
700c tyres and swept back handlebars the Spirit is ideal for riding
on paths, trails or roads. Finished with features designed to compliment you the Raleigh Spirit is not just a bike it’s a fashion accessory,
all about style and comfort.

• SRAM 3 speed internal hub gears
• Cream tyres with a tread pattern suitable for road, path or trail
• Front basket, a must have accessory on this fashion inspired bike

£380.00 / €510.00

Spirit Red
Fashion Inspired
Classic design
Catwalk colours
Available in three hot shades fresh from the catwalk, on a classic
aluminium frame the Raleigh Spirit has been designed for comfort
and style. Equipped with easy to use 3 speed SRAM internal gears,
700c tyres and swept back handlebars the Spirit is ideal for riding
on paths, trails or roads. Finished with features designed to compliment you the Raleigh Spirit is not just a bike it’s a fashion accessory,
all about style and comfort.

• SRAM 3 speed internal hub gears
• Cream tyres with a tread pattern suitable for road, path or trail
• Front basket, a must have accessory on this fashion inspired bike

£380.00 / €510.00

Spirit Electric
The Raleigh Spirit Electric is the perfect mix of style and substance. It
takes the frame styling of traditional low step cycles and combines it
with an elegant front wheel motor that will breeze you around town
with the lightest of pedal strokes so you can just enjoy the ride.
Gearing is taken care of by the smooth Shimano Nexus 7 speed
internal hub which paired with the TranzX motor, will take you up hills
and around town with ease. The bike is finished off with fine details
like the Raleigh heron cut into the chainwheel and a high quality light
set.
The Spirit Electric is perfect if you are looking to get out and about
around town and want a bike that you can carry your shopping home
on easily.
*Range figure is an average and is dependent on terrain,
weather conditions and level of assistance selected.

• 50 to 75km range
• 50 to 75km range • Powerful TranzX F16 motor
• Powerful TranzX F16 motor
• Stylish classic frame • Easy to use Nexus 7 speed hub gears
• Easy to use Nexus 7 speed hub gears

£1550.00 / €2000.00

Off-Road
Go wherever the trail takes you
If you are looking to get out on trails with friends or just want
to take the kids out on the weekend then the Raleigh Off-Road
range is perfect.
The line up makes choosing the right bike simple with 3 gents
models and 2 ladies models. All bikes in the range feature a
lightweight yet sturdy aluminium frame and some models are
fitted with suspension forks which help to flatten bumps in the
trail. A range of high quality components finish the bikes off and
ensure that you can put your trust in your bike whilst off the
beaten track.
Of course these bikes are not restricted to off-road riding and
can be taken down any canal tow path, fire road or country lane
but the loose bumpy terrain is where they are most at home and
where they really allow you to go wherever the trail takes you.
Enjoy the outdoors in style with the Raleigh off-road range.

Helion 1.0
The new 2017 Helion 1:0 is our best entry level MTB to date.
Featuring a lightweight Aluminium frame matched to a Shimano
18 speed gear set it’s ready to handle the daily commute or the
weekend trail ride

• Aluminium AL6061 27.5” MTB frame
• Shimano Tourney TZ30 18 speed gears
• Alloy V-brakes

£260.00 / €320.00

Helion 2.0
The new 2017 Helion 2:0 takes off road riding & daily commuting in
its stride. Using a lightweight aluminium frame matched to a 60mm
travel suspesion fork and shimano 21 speed mega range gearset,
it’s ready to hit the weekend trail.

• Aluminium AL6061 27.5” MTB frame
• 60mm travel suspension fork
• Shimano Tourney TX30 21 speed gears

£280.00 / €360.00

Helion 3.0
New for 2017 we’re proud to introduce the 27.5” wheel
Helion 3.0. Using our lightweight Aluminium 27.5” frame matched
to a Suntour M-3030 alloy suspension fork, Shimano 24 speed
gears and powerful mechanical disc brakes, it’s ready for anything.

• Aluminium AL6061 27.5” MTB frame
• Shimano Tourney TX800 24 speed gears
• Mechanical Disc brakes

£300.00 / €400.00

PLACEHOLDER IMAGE

Neve 1.0
The 2017 NEVE 1:0 is possibly our best entry level Womens MTB to
date. Featuring a lightweight Aluminium womens geometry frame
matched to a Shimano 18speed gear set it’
s ready to handle the daily commute or the weekend off road ride

• Aluminium AL6061 Womens Specific MTB frame
• Shimano Tourney TZ30 21 speed gears
• Mechanical Disk Brakes

£260.00 / €320.00

Neve 2.0
The 2017 Neve 2:0 takes off road riding & daily commuting in its
stride. Using a lightweight Womens specific geometry aluminium
frame matched with a suspenion fork and shimano 21 speed mega
range gearset, it’s ready to hit the weekend trail.

• Aluminium AL6061 Womens Specific MTB frame
• Shimano Tourney TZ30 21 speed gears
• Mechanical Disk Brakes

£280.00 / €360.00

Specifications:

Specifications:

ADULT BIKES

Ral Centros One Crossbar Frame

Ral Centros Two Crossbar Frame

Ral Centros One Low Step Frame

Ral Centros One Low Step Frame

Ral Centros One Low Step Frame

Ral Centros Two Low Step Frame

Pioneer 1 Low Step Frame

Pioneer 1 Crossbar Frame

Pioneer 1 Low Step Frame

ADULT BIKES

Pioneer 1 Crossbar Frame

Pioneer 1 Low Step Frame

Pioneer 1 Crossbar Frame

Pioneer 2 Low Step Frame

Pioneer 2 Crossbar Frame

Pioneer Trail Low Step Frame

Pioneer Trail Crossbar Frame

Strada Speed 1

Strada Speed 2

Strada 1 Crossbar Frame

SIZE

17” 19” 21” 23”

17” 19” 21” 23”

15"

18"

21"

15" 18” 21”

15"

17"

18"

SIZE

19" 21”

21"

23"

15" 18” 21”

17" 19” 21” 23”

15" 18” 21”

17" 19” 21” 23”

14" 16” 18” 20” 22”

14” 16” 18” 20” 22”

14" 16” 18” 20” 22”

COLOUR

Grey

Green

Blue

Blue

Blue

Purple

Blue / Purple

Blue / Grey

Blue / Purple

COLOUR

Blue / Grey

Blue / Purple

Blue / Grey

Grey

Red

Turquoise

Black

Yellow

Grey

Blue / Yellow

WHEEL SIZE

700c

700c

700c

700c

700c

700c

700c

700c

700c

WHEEL SIZE

700c

700c

700c

700c

700c

27 inch Wheel

27 inch Wheel

700c

700c

700c

FRAME

Centros Double Butted 6061
Aluminium Alloy

Centros Double Butted 6061
Aluminium Alloy

Centros Double Butted 6061
Aluminium Alloy

Centros Double Butted 6061
Aluminium Alloy

Centros Double Butted 6061
Aluminium Alloy

Centros Double Butted 6061
Aluminium Alloy

6061 aluminium alloy

6061 aluminium alloy

6061 aluminium alloy

FRAME

6061 aluminium alloy

6061 aluminium alloy

6061 aluminium alloy

6061 aluminium alloy

6061 aluminium alloy

6061 aluminium alloy

6061 aluminium alloy

Centros Aluminium fork with
disc mount

Centros HL in line suspension fork

Centros Aluminium fork with
disc mount

Centros Aluminium fork with
disc mount

Centros Aluminium fork with
disc mount

Centros HL in line suspension fork

Raleigh Steel Trekking fork

Raleigh Steel Trekking fork

Raleigh Steel Trekking fork

Strada T hydroformed
aluminium alloy with tapered
headtube

6061 aluminium alloy

FORK

Strada T hydroformed
aluminium alloy with tapered
headtube

FORK

Raleigh Steel Trekking fork

Raleigh Steel Trekking fork

Raleigh Steel Trekking fork

Raleigh Steel Trekking fork

Raleigh Steel Trekking fork

FSA No.10P aheadeset

FSA No.10P aheadeset

FSA No.10P aheadeset

FSA No.10P aheadeset

FSA No.10P aheadeset

FSA No.10P aheadeset

1/18th threaded CP finish

1/18th threaded CP finish

1/18th threaded CP finish

Raleigh HLD565 27.5" 60mm
travel with lock out

Raleigh HLD565 27.5" 60mm
travel with lock out

Raleigh alloy city fork with
disc mount

Raleigh Carbon fork with disc
mount

Raleigh Steel Trekking fork

HEADSET

HEADSET

1/18th threaded CP finish

1/18th threaded CP finish

1/18th threaded CP finish

1/18th threaded CP finish

1/18th threaded CP finish

1/18th threaded CP finish

1/18th threaded CP finish

FSA Orbit C40 aheadeset

FSA Orbit C40 aheadeset

1 1/8 Semi Integrated

SHIFT LEVERS

Shimano Acera 27 speed ez fire

Shimano Alivio 27 speed rapid fire

Shimano Acera 27 speed ez fire

Shimano Acera 27 speed ez fire

Shimano Acera 27 speed ez fire

Shimano Alivio 27 speed rapid fire

Shimano 21 speed ez fire

Shimano 21 speed ez fire

Shimano 21 speed ez fire

SHIFT LEVERS

Shimano 21 speed ez fire

Shimano 21 speed ez fire

Shimano 21 speed ez fire

Shimano 24 speed ez fire

Shimano 24 speed ez fire

Shimano 21 speed ez fire

Shimano 21 speed ez fire

Shimano Acera

Tektro 290T

Shimano Acera

Shimano Acera

Shimano Acera

Tektro 290T

Integrated with shifter

Integrated with shifter

Integrated with shifter

Shimano Claris 16 speed
rapid fire

Shimano Sora 18 speed
rapid fire

Shimano 21 speed ez fire

BRAKE LEVERS
REAR DERAILLEUR

Shimano Acera

Shimano Alivio

Shimano Acera

Shimano Acera

Shimano Acera

Shimano Alivio

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Tourney

FRONT DERAILLEUR

Shimano Altus

Shimano Alivio

Shimano Altus

Shimano Altus

Shimano Altus

Shimano Alivio

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Tourney

FRONT BRAKE

Tektro M280 Cable disc brake
with 160mm rotors

Tektro 290 T hydraulic disc brake
with 160mm rotors

Tektro M280 Cable disc brake
with 160mm rotors

Tektro M280 Cable disc brake
with 160mm rotors

Tektro M280 Cable disc brake
with 160mm rotors

Tektro 290 T hydraulic disc brake
with 160mm rotors

Alloy V brake

Alloy V brake

Alloy V brake

REAR BRAKE

Tektro M280 Cable disc brake
with 160mm rotors

Tektro 290 T hydraulic disc brake
with 160mm rotors

Tektro M280 Cable disc brake
with 160mm rotors

Tektro M280 Cable disc brake
with 160mm rotors

Tektro M280 Cable disc brake
with 160mm rotors

Tektro 290 T hydraulic disc brake
with 160mm rotors

Alloy V Brake

CHAINWHEEL

Shimano Altus 48,36 ,26 Chainset

Shimano Acera 48,36 ,26
Chainset

Shimano Altus 48,36 ,26 Chainset

Shimano Altus 48,36 ,26 Chainset

Shimano Altus 48,36 ,26 Chainset

Shimano Acera 48,36 ,26
Chainset

CRANKSET

Alloy V Brake

BRAKE LEVERS

Integrated with shifter

Integrated with shifter

Integrated with shifter

Integrated with shifter

Integrated with shifter

Integrated with shifter

Integrated with shifter

Shimano Claris

Shimano Sora

Integrated with shifter

REAR DERAILLEUR

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Altus

Shimano Altus

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Claris

Shimano Sora

Shimano Tourney

FRONT DERAILLEUR

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Claris

Shimano Sora

Shimano Tourney

FRONT BRAKE

Alloy V brake

Alloy V brake

Alloy V brake

Alloy V brake

Alloy V brake

Alloy V brake

Alloy V brake

Tekro HD290 hydraulic disc
brake 160mm rotors

Shimano 395 Hydraulic disc
brake 160mm rotors

Tektro 855L V Brake

REAR BRAKE

Alloy V Brake

Alloy V Brake

Alloy V Brake

Alloy V Brake

Alloy V Brake

Alloy V Brake

Alloy V Brake

Tekro HD290 hydraulic disc
brake 160mm rotors

Shimano 395 Hydraulic disc
brake 160mm rotors

Tektro 855L V Brake

Raleigh 48/38/28t Black
170mm

Raleigh 48/38/28t Black
170mm

Raleigh 48/38/28t Black
170mm

Shimano M171 48/38/28t
170mm

Shimano M171 48/38/28t
170mm

Raleigh 48/38/28t Black
170mm

Raleigh 48/38/28t Black
170mm

FSA Tempo Compact Road
50-34 Chainset

FSA Tempo Compact Road
50-34 Chainset

Shimano M171 48/38/28t
170mm

Shimano 14-28 freewheel

Shimano 14-28 freewheel

Shimano 14-28 freewheel

Shimano 12-32 cassette

Shimano 12-32 cassette

Shimano 14-28 freewheel

Shimano 14-28 freewheel

Shimano 11-32 cassette

Shimano 11-32 cassette

Shimano 12-32 cassette

Alloy V Brake

CHAINWHEEL
Raleigh 48/38/28t Black 170mm

Raleigh 48/38/28t Black 170mm

Raleigh 48/38/28t Black 170mm

CRANKSET

FREEWHEEL/CASSETTE
FREEWHEEL/CASSETTE
CHAIN

Sunrace 11-32 Cassette

Sunrace 11-32 Cassette

Sunrace 11-32 Cassette

Sunrace 11-32 Cassette

Sunrace 11-32 Cassette

Sunrace 11-32 Cassette

Shimano 14-28 freewheel

Shimano 14-28 freewheel

Shimano 14-28 freewheel

PEDALS

KMC 9 speed

KMC 9 speed

KMC 9 speed

KMC 9 speed

KMC 9 speed

KMC 9 speed

KMC 7 speed

KMC 7 speed

KMC 7 speed

FRONT WHEEL

RSP Alloy body

RSP Alloy body

RSP Alloy body

RSP Alloy body

RSP Alloy body

RSP Alloy body

Raleigh 'anti slip' resin

Raleigh 'anti slip' resin

Raleigh 'anti slip' resin

CHAIN
PEDALS

KMC 7 speed

KMC 7 speed

KMC 7 speed

KMC 8 speed

KMC 8 speed

KMC 7 speed

KMC 7 speed

KMC 8 speed

KMC 9 speed

KMC 7 speed

FRONT WHEEL

Raleigh 'anti slip' resin

Raleigh 'anti slip' resin

Raleigh 'anti slip' resin

Raleigh 'anti slip' alloy

Raleigh 'anti slip' alloy

Raleigh 'anti slip' resin

Raleigh 'anti slip' resin

RSP Alloy body

RSP Alloy body

Raleigh 'anti slip' alloy

REAR WHEEL

Alumimium polished rim, 36h, RSP
silver disc hub with qr

Alumimium polished rim, 36h, RSP
silver disc hub with qr

Alumimium polished rim, 36h, RSP
silver disc hub with qr

Alumimium polished rim, 36h, RSP
silver disc hub with qr

Alumimium polished rim, 36h, RSP
silver disc hub with qr

Alumimium polished rim, 36h, RSP
silver disc hub with qr

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

REAR WHEEL

FRONT HUB

Alumimium polished rim, 36h, RSP
silver disc hub with qr

Alumimium polished rim, 36h, RSP
silver disc hub with qr

Alumimium polished rim, 36h, RSP
silver disc hub with qr

Alumimium polished rim, 36h, RSP
silver disc hub with qr

Alumimium polished rim, 36h, RSP
silver disc hub with qr

Alumimium polished rim, 36h, RSP
silver disc hub with qr

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy rim, 36h, RSP alloy disc
hub with qr

Alloy rim, 36h, RSP alloy disc
hub with qr

Alloy rim, 36h, RSP alloy hub
with qr

FRONT HUB

REAR HUB

RSP aluminium disc ready hubs
with quick release levers

RSP aluminium disc ready hubs
with quick release levers

RSP aluminium disc ready hubs
with quick release levers

RSP aluminium disc ready hubs
with quick release levers

RSP aluminium disc ready hubs
with quick release levers

RSP aluminium disc ready hubs
with quick release levers

Raleigh Alloy 36 Hole with Raleigh
logo dome nuts

Raleigh Alloy 36 Hole with Raleigh
logo dome nuts

Raleigh Alloy 36 Hole with Raleigh
logo dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy silver rim, 36H, Alloy hub
with Raleigh "R" dome nuts

Alloy rim, 36h, RSP alloy disc
hub with qr

Alloy rim, 36h, RSP alloy disc
hub with qr

Alloy rim, 36h, RSP alloy hub
with qr

RIMS

RSP aluminium disc ready hubs
with quick release levers

RSP aluminium disc ready hubs
with quick release levers

RSP aluminium disc ready hubs
with quick release levers

RSP aluminium disc ready hubs
with quick release levers

RSP aluminium disc ready hubs
with quick release levers

RSP aluminium disc ready hubs
with quick release levers

Raleigh 36 hole Alloy threaded

Raleigh 36 hole Alloy threaded

Raleigh 36 hole Alloy threaded

TYRES

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

STEM

CST Zeppelin 700C x 40mm with
tan skin wall

CST Zeppelin 700C x 40mm with
tan skin wall

CST Zeppelin 700C x 40mm with
tan skin wall

CST Zeppelin 700C x 40mm with
tan skin wall

CST Zeppelin 700C x 40mm with
tan skin wall

CST Zeppelin 700C x 40mm with
tan skin wall

CST Zeppelin 700C x 40mm

CST Zeppelin 700C x 40mm

CST Zeppelin 700C x 40mm

HANDLEBARS

Alloy Adjustable ahead type

Alloy Adjustable ahead type

Alloy Adjustable ahead type

Alloy Adjustable ahead type

Alloy Adjustable ahead type

Alloy Adjustable ahead type

Alloy adjustable quill type

Alloy adjustable quill type

Alloy adjustable quill type

GRIPS

Alloy back sweep comfort bar

Alloy back sweep comfort bar

Alloy back sweep comfort bar

Alloy back sweep comfort bar

Alloy back sweep comfort bar

Alloy back sweep comfort bar

Raleigh alloy comfort bar

Raleigh alloy comfort bar

Raleigh alloy comfort bar

SADDLE

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

SEATPOST

Selle Royal Look in gel Mens

Selle Royal Look in gel Mens

Selle Royal Look in gel Womens

Selle Royal Look in gel Womens

Selle Royal Look in gel Womens

Selle Royal Look in gel Womens

Selle Royal Milo womens

Selle Royal Milo mens

Selle Royal Milo womens

MUDGUARDS - SET

Raleigh alloy micro adjust 27.2

Interlock alloy micro adjust with
integrated cable lock

Raleigh alloy micro adjust 27.2

Raleigh alloy micro adjust 27.2

Raleigh alloy micro adjust 27.2

Interlock alloy micro adjust with
integrated cable lock

Alloy Micro Adjust 27.2mm

Alloy Micro Adjust 27.2mm

Alloy Micro Adjust 27.2mm

CHAINGUARD

Curana aluminium composite

Curana aluminium composite

Curana aluminium composite

Curana aluminium composite

Curana aluminium composite

Curana aluminium composite

Raleigh colour matched
composite

Raleigh colour matched
composite

Raleigh colour matched
composite

REAR CARRIER

AXA Lite Line

AXA Lite Line

AXA Lite Line

AXA Lite Line

AXA Lite Line

AXA Lite Line

AXA lite line

AXA lite line

AXA lite line

BASKET

Alloy disc specific

Alloy disc specific

Alloy disc specific

Alloy disc specific

Alloy disc specific

Alloy disc specific

Alloy Colour matched

Alloy Colour matched

Alloy Colour matched

EXTRAS

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

elastic strap black

elastic strap black

elastic strap black

REAR HUB

Raleigh Alloy 36 Hole with
Raleigh logo dome nuts

Raleigh Alloy 36 Hole with
Raleigh logo dome nuts

Raleigh Alloy 36 Hole with
Raleigh logo dome nuts

Raleigh Alloy 36 Hole with
Raleigh logo dome nuts

Raleigh Alloy 36 Hole with
Raleigh logo dome nuts

Raleigh Alloy 36 Hole with
Raleigh logo dome nuts

Raleigh Alloy 36 Hole with
Raleigh logo dome nuts

RSP aluminium disc ready
hubs with quick release levers

RSP aluminium disc ready
hubs with quick release levers

RSP Alloy 36 hole with QR
lever

RIMS

Raleigh 36 hole Alloy threaded

Raleigh 36 hole Alloy threaded

Raleigh 36 hole Alloy threaded

Raleigh 36 hole Alloy with
cassette body

Raleigh 36 hole Alloy with
cassette body

Raleigh 36 hole Alloy threaded

Raleigh 36 hole Alloy threaded

RSP aluminium disc ready
hubs with quick release levers

RSP aluminium disc ready
hubs with quick release levers

RSP Alloy 36 hole with QR
lever

TYRES

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

STEM

CST Zeppelin 700C x 40mm

CST Zeppelin 700C x 40mm

CST Zeppelin 700C x 40mm

CST Zeppelin 700C x 40mm

CST Zeppelin 700C x 40mm

Kenda 27.5 x 1.95 with tan
walls

Kenda 27.5 x 1.95 with tan
walls

Schwalbe 700x30C 32-622
Spicer reflex

Schwalbe 700x30C 32-622
Spicer reflex

Schwalbe 700X35C 37-622
SILENTO BLACK REFLEX

HANDLEBARS

Alloy adjustable quill type

Alloy adjustable quill type

Alloy adjustable quill type

Alloy adjustable quill type

Alloy adjustable quill type

Alloy adjustable quill type

Alloy adjustable quill type

RSP alloy

RSP alloy

Alloy A head

GRIPS

Raleigh alloy comfort bar

Raleigh alloy comfort bar

Raleigh alloy comfort bar

Raleigh alloy comfort bar

Raleigh alloy comfort bar

Raleigh alloy comfort bar

Raleigh alloy comfort bar

RSP alloy city bar

RSP alloy city bar

Raleigh city rise bar

SADDLE

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

SEATPOST

Selle Royal Milo mens

Selle Royal Milo womens

Selle Royal Milo mens

Selle Royal Milo womens

Selle Royal Milo mens

Selle Royal Milo womens

Selle Royal Milo womens

Raleigh Strada T saddle

Raleigh Strada T saddle

Raleigh Strada mens

MUDGUARDS - SET

Alloy Micro Adjust 27.2mm

Alloy Micro Adjust 27.2mm

Alloy Micro Adjust 27.2mm

Alloy Micro Adjust 27.2mm

Alloy Micro Adjust 27.2mm

Alloy Micro Adjust 27.2mm

Alloy Micro Adjust 27.2mm

RSP Alloy microadjust

RSP Alloy microadjust

Alloy Micro Adjust 30.4mm

CHAINGUARD

Raleigh colour matched
composite

Raleigh colour matched
composite

Raleigh colour matched
composite

Raleigh colour matched alloy
composite

Raleigh colour matched alloy
composite

Raleigh colour matched
composite

Raleigh colour matched
composite

REAR CARRIER

AXA lite line

AXA lite line

AXA lite line

AXA lite line

AXA lite line

AXA lite line

AXA lite line

BASKET

Alloy Colour matched

Alloy Colour matched

Alloy Colour matched

Alloy Colour matched

Alloy Colour matched

Alloy Colour matched

Alloy Colour matched

EXTRAS

elastic strap black

elastic strap black

elastic strap black

elastic strap black

elastic strap black

elastic strap black

elastic strap black

Specifications:

Specifications:

ADULT BIKES

Strada 1 Open Frame

Strada 2 Crossbar Frame

Strada 3 Crossbar Frame

Circa 1 Womens

Circa 1 Mens

Circa 2 Womens

Circa 2 Mens

Circa 3 Womens

Circa 3 Mens

ADULT BIKES

Cameo Burgundy

Cameo Moss Green

Cameo Teal

Spirit Hydrangea Blue

Spirit Mushroom

Spirit Scarlet Red

SIZE

14" 17” 19” 21”

14" 16” 18” 20” 22”

14" 16” 18” 20” 22”

14" 17”

16" 18” 21”

14" 17”

16" 18” 21”

14" 17”

16" 18” 21”

SIZE

17" 19”

17" 19”

17" 19”

17" 21”

19" 21”

19" 21”

COLOUR

Blue

Grey

Silver

Silver

Silver

Titanium

Titanium

Matt Blue

Matt Blue

COLOUR

Burgundy

Moss Green

Teal

Hydrangea Blue

Mushroom

Scarlet Red

WHEEL SIZE

700c

700c

700c

700c

700c

700c

700c

700c

700c

WHEEL SIZE

700c

700c

700c

700c

700c

700c

FRAME

6061 aluminium alloy

6061 aluminium alloy

6061 aluminium alloy

Aluminium city, open frame

Aluminium city, diamond frame

Aluminium city, open frame

Aluminium city, diamond frame

Aluminium city, open frame

Aluminium city, diamond frame

FRAME

Raleigh Classic steel twin tube low step women's
frame

Raleigh Classic steel twin tube low step women's
frame

Raleigh Classic steel twin tube low step women's
frame

Raleigh Classic aluminium alloy twin tube low step
women's frame

Raleigh Classic aluminium alloy twin tube low step
women's frame

Raleigh Classic aluminium alloy twin tube low step
women's frame

FORK

Raleigh Steel Trekking fork

Raleigh Cro Moly Trekking fork

Raleigh Alloy Trekking fork

Steel rigid, 700c 28.6mm

Steel rigid, 700c 28.6mm

Steel rigid, 700c 28.6mm

Steel rigid, 700c 28.6mm

HL Suspension Fork 60mm, 700c

HL Suspension Fork 60mm, 700c

FORK

Raleigh steel classic 700c, rigid, 28.6mm

Raleigh steel classic 700c, rigid, 28.6mm

Raleigh steel classic 700c, rigid, 28.6mm

Raleigh steel classic 700c, rigid, 28.6mm

Raleigh steel classic 700c, rigid, 28.6mm

Raleigh steel classic 700c, rigid, 28.6mm

HEADSET

1 1/8 Semi Integrated

1 1/8 Semi Integrated

1 1/8 Semi Integrated

1. 1/8" threaded, black

1. 1/8" threaded, black

1. 1/8" threaded, black

1. 1/8" threaded, black

1. 1/8" threaded, black

1. 1/8" threaded, black

HEADSET

1" threaded, chrome

1" threaded, chrome

1" threaded, chrome

1.1/18? threaded, chrome

1.1/18? threaded, chrome

1.1/18? threaded, chrome

SHIFT LEVERS

Shimano 21 speed ez fire

Shimano 24 speed ez fire

Shimano Altus 27 speed rapid fire

Shimano, Ez-Fire, 21 speed

Shimano, Ez-Fire, 21 speed

Shimano, Ez-Fire, 21 speed

Shimano, Ez-Fire, 21 speed

Shimano, Ez-Fire, 21 speed

Shimano, Ez-Fire, 21 speed

SHIFT LEVERS

Shimano Tournery SL-RS35-7R, 7 speed Revoshift

Shimano Tournery SL-RS35-7R, 7 speed Revoshift

Shimano Tournery SL-RS35-7R, 7 speed Revoshift

Sram I-Motion 3, 3speed

Sram I-Motion 3, 3speed

Sram I-Motion 3, 3speed

BRAKE LEVERS

Integrated with shifter

Integrated with shifter

Integrated with shifter

Shimano ST-EF51, Ez-Fire

Shimano ST-EF51, Ez-Fire

Shimano ST-EF51, Ez-Fire

Shimano ST-EF51, Ez-Fire

Shimano ST-EF51, Ez-Fire

Shimano ST-EF51, Ez-Fire

BRAKE LEVERS

Aluminium lever, resin bracket

Aluminium lever, resin bracket

Aluminium lever, resin bracket

Aluminium lever, resin bracket

Aluminium lever, resin bracket

Aluminium lever, resin bracket

REAR DERAILLEUR

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Acera

Shimano Acera

Shimano Tourney RD-TX31, 6/7
speed, direct attachment

Shimano Tourney RD-TX31, 6/7
speed, direct attachment

Shimano Tourney RD-TX31, 6/7
speed, direct attachment

Shimano Tourney RD-TX31, 6/7
speed, direct attachment

Shimano Tourney RD-TX31, 6/7
speed, direct attachment

Shimano Tourney RD-TX31, 6/7
speed, direct attachment

REAR DERAILLEUR

Shimano Tourney RD-TX31, 6/7 speed, direct
attachment

Shimano Tourney RD-TX31, 6/7 speed, direct
attachment

Shimano Tourney RD-TX31, 6/7 speed, direct
attachment

Sram i-Motion3 3 speed internal hub gear

Sram i-Motion3 3 speed internal hub gear

Sram i-Motion3 3 speed internal hub gear

FRONT DERAILLEUR

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Tourney

Shimano Altus

Shimano Tourney FD-TZ31,
31.8MM, CS ANGLE 66-69

Shimano Tourney FD-TZ31,
31.8MM, CS ANGLE 66-69

Shimano Tourney FD-TZ31,
31.8MM, CS ANGLE 66-69

Shimano Tourney FD-TZ31,
31.8MM, CS ANGLE 66-69

Shimano Tourney FD-TZ31,
31.8MM, CS ANGLE 66-69

Shimano Tourney FD-TZ31,
31.8MM, CS ANGLE 66-69

FRONT DERAILLEUR

FRONT BRAKE

Tektro 855L V Brake

Tektro 855L V Brake

Tektro 855L V Brake

Aluminium V-brake, black

Aluminium V-brake, black

Aluminium V-brake, black

Aluminium V-brake, black

Aluminium V-brake, black

Aluminium V-brake, black

FRONT BRAKE

Aluminium V-brake, silver

Aluminium V-brake, silver

Aluminium V-brake, silver

Aluminium V-brake, silver

Aluminium V-brake, silver

Aluminium V-brake, silver

REAR BRAKE

Tektro 855L V Brake

Tektro 855L V Brake

Tektro 855L V Brake

Aluminium V-brake, black

Aluminium V-brake, black

Aluminium V-brake, black

Aluminium V-brake, black

Aluminium V-brake, black

Aluminium V-brake, black

REAR BRAKE

Aluminium V-brake, silver

Aluminium V-brake, silver

Aluminium V-brake, silver

Aluminium V-brake, silver

Aluminium V-brake, silver

Aluminium V-brake, silver

48/38/28T steel black

48/38/28T steel black

48/38/28T steel black

48/38/28T steel black

48/38/28T steel black

48/38/28T steel black

CHAINWHEEL

42T steel chainwheel, 170mm aluminium crank, silver

42T steel chainwheel, 170mm aluminium crank, silver

42T steel chainwheel, 170mm aluminium crank, silver

42T steel chainwheel, 170mm aluminium crank, silver

42T steel chainwheel, 170mm aluminium crank, silver

42T steel chainwheel, 170mm aluminium crank, silver

CRANKSET

42T steel chainwheel, 170mm aluminium crank, silver

42T steel chainwheel, 170mm aluminium crank, silver

42T steel chainwheel, 170mm aluminium crank, silver

42T steel chainwheel, 170mm aluminium crank, silver

42T steel chainwheel, 170mm aluminium crank, silver

42T steel chainwheel, 170mm aluminium crank, silver

CHAINWHEEL
Shimano M171 48/38/28t 170mm

Shimano M311 48/38/28t 170mm

SRAM S650 48/36/26 170mm

170mm crank CP

170mm crank CP

170mm crank CP

170mm crank CP

170mm crank CP

170mm crank CP

CHAIN

Shimano 12-32 cassette

Sunrace 11-32 cassette

Sunrace 11-32 cassette

Shimano Tourney TZ21, 7 speed,
14-28

Shimano Tourney TZ21, 7 speed,
14-28

Shimano Tourney TZ21, 7 speed,
14-28

Shimano Tourney TZ21, 7 speed,
14-28

Shimano Tourney TZ21, 7 speed,
14-28

Shimano Tourney TZ21, 7 speed,
14-28

CHAIN

Shimano Tourney TZ21, 7 speed, 14-28

Shimano Tourney TZ21, 7 speed, 14-28

Shimano Tourney TZ21, 7 speed, 14-28

Sram standard 3-lobe interface sprocket 19 teeth
offset

Sram standard 3-lobe interface sprocket 19 teeth
offset

Sram standard 3-lobe interface sprocket 19 teeth
offset

PEDALS

KMC 7 speed

KMC 8 speed

KMC 9 speed

1/2" x 3/32" 7 speed

1/2" x 3/32" 7 speed

1/2" x 3/32" 7 speed

1/2" x 3/32" 7 speed

1/2" x 3/32" 7 speed

1/2" x 3/32" 7 speed

PEDALS

KMC

KMC

KMC

KMC

KMC

KMC

FRONT WHEEL

Raleigh 'anti slip' alloy

Raleigh 'anti slip' alloy

Raleigh 'anti slip' alloy

Resin trekking, 9/16", black/grey

Resin trekking, 9/16", black/grey

Resin trekking, 9/16", black/grey

Resin trekking, 9/16", black/grey

Resin trekking, 9/16", black/grey

Resin trekking, 9/16", black/grey

FRONT WHEEL

Aluminium trekking, 9/16", black/silver

Aluminium trekking, 9/16", black/silver

Aluminium trekking, 9/16", black/silver

Aluminium trekking, 9/16", black/silver

Aluminium trekking, 9/16", black/silver

Aluminium trekking, 9/16", black/silver

REAR WHEEL

Alloy rim, 36h, RSP alloy hub
with qr

Alloy rim, 36h, RSP alloy hub
with qr

Alloy rim, 36h, RSP alloy hub
with qr

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

REAR WHEEL

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated, aluminium nutted hub

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated, aluminium nutted hub

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated, aluminium nutted hub

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated, aluminium nutted hub

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated, aluminium nutted hub

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated, aluminium nutted hub

FRONT HUB

Alloy rim, 36h, RSP alloy hub
with qr

Alloy rim, 36h, RSP alloy hub
with qr

Alloy rim, 36h, RSP alloy hub
with qr

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

FRONT HUB

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated, aluminium nutted hub

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated, aluminium nutted hub

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated, aluminium nutted hub

REAR HUB

RSP Alloy 36 hole with QR lever

RSP Alloy 36 hole with QR lever

RSP Alloy 36 hole with QR lever

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated, Sram i-Motion3 3 speed
internal gear hub

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated, Sram i-Motion3 3 speed
internal gear hub

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated, Sram i-Motion3 3 speed
internal gear hub

REAR HUB

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

RIMS

RSP Alloy 36 hole with QR lever

RSP Alloy 36 hole with QR lever

RSP Alloy 36 hole with QR lever

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver
RIMS

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Aluminium 36h, nutted, silver

Sram i-Motion3 3 speed internal gear hub

Sram i-Motion3 3 speed internal gear hub

Sram i-Motion3 3 speed internal gear hub

TYRES

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h, machined side
wall, colour coordinated

STEM

Innova IA-2403, 700x38c, full cream

Innova IA-2403, 700x38c, full cream

Innova IA-2403, 700x38c, full cream

Innova IA-2403, 700x38c, full cream

Innova IA-2403, 700x38c, full cream

Innova IA-2403, 700x38c, full cream

HANDLEBARS

Steel, trekking, 40mm ext, 30 degree rise, 22.2mm,
silver

Steel, trekking, 40mm ext, 30 degree rise, 22.2mm,
silver

Steel, trekking, 40mm ext, 30 degree rise, 22.2mm,
silver

Steel, trekking, 40mm ext, 30 degree rise, 25.4mm,
silver

Steel, trekking, 40mm ext, 30 degree rise, 25.4mm,
silver

Steel, trekking, 40mm ext, 30 degree rise, 25.4mm,
silver

GRIPS

Steel, city, 545mm wide, CP

Steel, city, 545mm wide, CP

Steel, city, 545mm wide, CP

Steel, city, 545mm wide, CP

Steel, city, 545mm wide, CP

Steel, city, 545mm wide, CP

CRANKSET
FREEWHEEL/CASSETTE

FREEWHEEL/CASSETTE

TYRES

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

Alloy double wall 36h

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h,
machined side wall

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h,
machined side wall

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h,
machined side wall

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h,
machined side wall

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h,
machined side wall

Aluminium 700c double wall 36h,
machined side wall

STEM

Schwalbe 700X35C 37-622
SILENTO BLACK REFLEX

Schwalbe 700X35C 37-622
SILENTO BLACK REFLEX

Schwalbe 700X35C 37-622
SILENTO BLACK REFLEX

700x35c, trekking, black

700x35c, trekking, black

700x35c, trekking, black

700x35c, trekking, black

700x35c, trekking, black

700x35c, trekking, black

HANDLEBARS

Alloy A head

Alloy A head

Alloy A head

Aluminium quill, 25.4mm, black

Aluminium quill, 25.4mm, black

Aluminium quill, 25.4mm, black

Aluminium quill, 25.4mm, black

Aluminium quill, 25.4mm, black

Aluminium quill, 25.4mm, black

GRIPS

Raleigh city rise bar

Raleigh alloy city bar

Raleigh alloy city bar

Steel comfort, 590mm wide,
33 degree back sweep, 30mm
rise, black

Steel comfort, 590mm wide,
33 degree back sweep, 30mm
rise, black

Steel comfort, 590mm wide,
33 degree back sweep, 30mm
rise, black

Steel comfort, 590mm wide,
33 degree back sweep, 30mm
rise, black

Steel comfort, 590mm wide,
33 degree back sweep, 30mm
rise, black

Steel comfort, 590mm wide,
33 degree back sweep, 30mm
rise, black

Raleigh comfort, 90mm/90mm,
black/grey

Raleigh comfort, 90mm/90mm,
black/grey

Raleigh comfort, 90mm/90mm,
black/grey

Raleigh comfort, 90mm/90mm,
black/grey

Raleigh comfort, 90mm/90mm,
black/grey

Raleigh comfort, 90mm/90mm,
black/grey

SADDLE

Stitched, 90/135mm, brown

Stitched, 90/135mm, brown

Stitched, 90/135mm, brown

Stitched, 90/135mm, brown

Stitched, 90/135mm, brown

Stitched, 90/135mm, brown

SEATPOST

Raleigh classic comfort, CP rail and clamp, brown

Raleigh classic comfort, CP rail and clamp, brown

Raleigh classic comfort, CP rail and clamp, brown

Raleigh classic comfort, CP rail and clamp, brown

Raleigh classic comfort, CP rail and clamp, brown

Raleigh classic comfort, CP rail and clamp, brown

MUDGUARDS - SET

Aluminium, micro adjust, 25.4 x 300mm, silver

Aluminium, micro adjust, 25.4 x 300mm, silver

Aluminium, micro adjust, 25.4 x 300mm, silver

Aluminium, micro adjust, 27.2 x 300mm, silver

Aluminium, micro adjust, 27.2 x 300mm, silver

Aluminium, micro adjust, 27.2 x 300mm, silver

REAR CARRIER

Aluminium, classic, colour coordinated

Aluminium, classic, colour coordinated

Aluminium, classic, colour coordinated

Steel, Raleigh classic, colour coordinated

Steel, Raleigh classic, colour coordinated

Steel, Raleigh classic, colour coordinated

BASKET

Steel, classic, colour coordinated, brown strap

Steel, classic, colour coordinated, brown strap

Steel, classic, colour coordinated, brown strap

Steel, classic, colour coordinated, brown strap

Steel, classic, colour coordinated, brown strap

Steel, classic, colour coordinated, brown strap

EXTRAS

Aluminium kickstand

Aluminium kickstand

Aluminium kickstand

Aluminium kickstand

Aluminium kickstand

Aluminium kickstand

SADDLE

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

Raleigh dual density round
comfort grip

SEATPOST

Selle Royal Shadow womens

Selle Royal Shadow mens

Selle Royal Shadow mens

Raleigh comfort, black rail and
clamp, black

Raleigh comfort, black rail and
clamp, black

Raleigh comfort, black rail and
clamp, black

Raleigh comfort, black rail and
clamp, black

Raleigh comfort, black rail and
clamp, black

Raleigh comfort, black rail and
clamp, black

MUDGUARDS - SET

Alloy Micro Adjust 30.4mm

Alloy Micro Adjust 30.4mm

Alloy Micro Adjust 30.4mm

Aluminium, micro adjust, 27.2 x
300mm, black

Aluminium, micro adjust, 27.2 x
300mm, black

Aluminium, micro adjust, 27.2 x
300mm, black

Aluminium, micro adjust, 27.2 x
300mm, black

Aluminium, micro adjust, 27.2 x
300mm, black

Aluminium, micro adjust, 27.2 x
300mm, black

700c nylon composite, black

700c nylon composite, black

Plastic, smoked

Plastic, smoked

Plastic, smoked

Plastic, smoked

CHAINGUARD
REAR CARRIER

Plastic, smoked

Plastic, smoked

BASKET

Steel, black

Steel, black

EXTRAS

Elasticated, black

Elasticated, black

CHAINGUARD

www.raleigh.co.uk

